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Smart surfaces with switchable superoleophilicity and
superoleophobicity in aqueous media: toward
controllable oil/water separation

Lianbin Zhang, Zhonghai Zhang and Peng Wang

Advanced materials with surfaces that have controllable oil wettability when submerged in aqueous media have great potential

for various underwater applications. Here we have developed smart surfaces on commonly used materials, including non-woven

textiles and polyurethane sponges, which are able to switch between superoleophilicity and superoleophobicity in aqueous

media. The smart surfaces are obtained by grafting a block copolymer, comprising blocks of pH-responsive poly(2-vinylpyridine)

and oleophilic/hydrophobic polydimethylsiloxane (i.e., P2VP-b-PDMS) on these materials. The P2VP block can alter its

wettability and its conformation via protonation and deprotonation in response to the pH of the aqueous media, which provides

controllable and switchable access of oil by the PDMS block, resulting in the switchable surface oil wettability in the aqueous

media. On the other hand, the high flexibility of the PDMS block facilitates the reversible switching of the surface oil wettability.

As a proof of concept, we also demonstrate that materials functionalized with our smart surfaces can be used for highly

controllable oil/water separation processes.
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INTRODUCTION

Recently, the remarkable oil-repellent ability of fish scales, which
allows fish to survive in oil-polluted water, has drawn considerable
research attention.1 Studies reveal that this fascinating ability, which is
recognized as underwater superoleophobicity (oil contact angle larger
than 1501), arises from the combination of hierarchical micro-nanos-
tructures and the hydrophilic chemistry on the surface of the scales.1–3

Inspired by fish scales, artificial superoleophobic surfaces in aqueous
media have been realized in recent years, and the study of surface oil
wettability in aqueous media is emerging as a new research focus.4–7

The wettability of oil on a material surface, when submerged in an
aqueous environment, has a critical role in many practical applica-
tions, such as droplet manipulation in microfluidics,8–10 cell and
protein adhesion control on surfaces,11–14 preparation of electrowet-
ting-based displays15 and oil/water separation.16,17 It is anticipated
that a surface with controlled oil wettability, or more desirably a smart
surface that switches its oil wettability in response to external stimuli
in aqueous media, would offer great promise in the design and
fabrication of intelligent materials for advanced applications.
Although considerable efforts have been devoted to controlling oil
wettability as well as oil-adhesion properties on material surfaces in
aqueous media,5–7 smart surfaces with switchable superoleophobicity

and superoleophilicity (oil contact angle lower than 101) in aqueous
media have not been reported.

Generally, existing methods to prepare superoleophobic surfaces in
aqueous media emphasize the use of hydrophilic chemistry in combi-
nation with hierarchical surface structures.1,4–6 Although the hydro-
philic surface chemistry works well for obtaining underwater
oleophobicity, it by itself is not possible to switch to oleophilic
when immersed in aqueous media, as the hydrophilic surface traps
water, and the water-trapped surface repels oil due to the repellency
between polar (trapped water in the surface) and non-polar (oil)
molecules. To realize oleophilicity in aqueous media, a surface
chemistry that is both oleophilic and hydrophobic is generally
required.2,18–20 For instance, the superhydrophobic (water contact
angle larger than 1501) and superoleophilic nanowire membrane
constructed by Stellacci and co-workers,18 exhibited oleophilic property
in aqueous media, and can be used for the separation of oil from water.
Therefore, to obtain a smart surface with switchable oil wettability in
aqueous media, especially between superoleophobicity and superoleo-
philicity, the chemistry on the surface should be delicately designed such
that it comprises both hydrophilic and oleophilic/hydrophobic
characteristics, with either characteristic becoming dominantly exposed
over the other in response to environmental conditions.
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Block copolymers, consisting of two or more covalently bonded
blocks with different physical and chemical properties, represent a
promising class of materials suitable for the preparation of smart
surfaces.21–25 Here we describe a block copolymer-grafting strategy
that uses a block copolymer comprising pH-responsive poly(2-vinyl-
pyridine) and oleophilic/hydrophobic polydimethylsiloxane blocks
(i.e., P2VP-b-PDMS), to functionalize inexpensive and easily available
materials, including non-woven textiles and polyurethane sponges,
to prepare surfaces with switchable superoleophilicity and super-
oleophobicity in aqueous media. The P2VP block on the grafted
block copolymer can alter its wettability and its conformation via
protonation and deprotonation in response to the pH of the
aqueous media, which in turn provides controllable and switchable
access of oil by the oleophilic PDMS block on the surface, thus
realizing a smart surface with switchable oil wettability in aqueous
media. As a proof of concept, we demonstrate the effectiveness and
sustainability of our functionalized materials in highly controllable oil/
water separation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials
Poly(2-vinylpyridine-b-dimethylsiloxane) block copolymer P5321 (P2VP-b-

PDMS 16 000-b-10 000 g mol�1) and carboxy-terminated P2VP P7546

(P2VP-COOH, 10 000 g mol�1) were purchased from Polymer Source, Inc.,

(Montreal, Quebec, Canada). Sylgard 184 silicone elastomer base and

curing agent were purchased from Dow Corning (Midland, MI, USA). Silica

nanoparticles (with an average size of 7.0 nm), 1,2-bis(triethoxysilyl)ethane,

(3-bromopropyl)trimethoxysilane (BPS), 3-glycidoxypropyl trimethoxysilane,

tetrahydrofuran (THF), 1,2-dichloroethane (DCE), oil red O and anhydrous

toluene were all purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St Louis, MO, USA) and used

as received. Non-woven textiles (cloth-like wipes made from cellulose and

polypropylene blends) were purchased from Workwipes (New Pig Co., Tipton,

PA, USA). Water purified in a Milli-Q (Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA) system

was used in all experiments.

Experimental procedures
Preparation of functionalized textile and sponge by the block copolymer grafting. A

silica nanoparticle suspension containing 20 ml of 2% silica nanoparticles

(7.0 nm), 0.5 ml concentrated HCl and 0.5 ml 1,2-bis(triethoxysilyl)ethane

was first prepared by mixing under stirring. The non-woven textile was first

cleaned by ethanol and water to remove surface impurities and then treated

by air plasma for 1 min. Subsequently, the silica nanoparticles were deposited

on the textile by a dip-coating process. After drying of the silica-nanoparticle-

deposited textile in an oven at 60 1C for 3 h, the textile was washed thoroughly

by copious amounts of water and then dried. The silica-nanoparticle-

deposited textiles were then immersed in a 1% anhydrous toluene solution of

BPS for 12 h at room temperature to functionalize the textile surface with

bromoalkyl groups via silanization. The silanized textile was then rinsed with

toluene and ethanol to remove the unreacted silanes, followed by drying with a

flow of nitrogen. Finally, the P2VP-b-PDMS block copolymers were coated on

the silanized textile from a 2 mg ml�1 THF solution by a dip-coating process, and

then the textile was put in a vacuum oven at 150 1C for 12 h to enable

quaternization between the bromoalkyl groups and the pyridine groups of the

block copolymers. The ungrafted polymers were removed by washing with

copious amounts of THF. Functionalized sponges were prepared using the same

procedures.

Preparation of flat surfaces of P2VP-b-PDMS, P2VP and PDMS. P2VP-b-

PDMS-grafted smooth silicon wafer: A cleaned, smooth silicon wafer was first

immersed in a 1% anhydrous toluene solution of BPS for 12 h at room

temperature to functionalize the silicon surface with bromoalkyl groups via

silanization. The silanized silicon was then rinsed with toluene and ethanol to

remove the unreacted silanes, followed by drying with a flow of nitrogen. The

P2VP-b-PDMS block copolymer was spin-coated on the silanized silicon

surface from a 2 mg ml�1 THF solution, and then the silicon wafer was put

in a vacuum oven at 150 1C for 12 h to enable quaternization between the

bromoalkyl groups and the pyridine groups of the block copolymers. The

ungrafted polymers were removed by washing with copious amounts of THF.

P2VP-grafted smooth silicon wafer:26 A cleaned, smooth silicon wafer was

first immersed in a 1% anhydrous toluene solution of 3-glycidoxypropyl

trimethoxysilane for 12 h at room temperature to functionalize the silicon

surface with glycidyl groups. The glycidyl group-grafted silicon wafer was

then rinsed with toluene and ethanol to remove the unreacted silanes, followed

by drying with a flow of nitrogen. The P2VP-COOH was spin-coated on the

silanized silicon surface from a 2 mg ml�1 THF solution, and then the

silicon wafer was put in a vacuum oven at 150 1C for 12 h to enable a reaction

between the glycidyl groups and the end-carboxyl groups of P2VP-COOH.

The ungrafted polymers were removed by washing with copious amounts

of THF.

Flat PDMS surface: The flat PDMS surface was prepared by mixing the

Sylgard 184 silicone elastomer base and curing agent in a 10:1 ratio, degassing

and spin-coating this mixture on a silicon wafer, and curing for 12 h at 60 1C.

Characterization. Air plasma treatment was carried out using a PDC-002

plasma cleaner (Harrick Plasma Company, Ithaca, NY, USA). Scanning electron

microscopy images were obtained on an FEI Magellan scanning electron

microscope (FEI Company, Hillsboro, OR, USA). Contact angle (CA) mea-

surements were performed with an Attension Theta system (KSV Instruments

Ltd, Espoo, Finland) at ambient temperature. Water droplets of 2.0ml were

used for the water CA measurements in air. For the underwater oil CA

measurements, oil droplets (DCE, ca. 2ml) were dropped carefully onto the

surface of the samples, which were fixed on the bottom of a glass container

filled with water of different pH. An average CA value was obtained by

measuring the same sample at three different positions.

Controllable separation of gasoline and water mixtures. A piece of the block

copolymer-grafted textile (B2�2 cm2) was fixed between two glass tubes

(diameter B1.5 cm), serving as a separation membrane. With the non-acid-

pretreated textile in place, a mixture of commercial gasoline and pH 6.5 water

(30 ml gasoline, 10 ml water) was poured into the upper glass tube. The

gasoline selectively passed through the textile, whereas the water remained in

the upper glass tube. For the acidic water-treated textile, the functionalized

textile was first wetted with acidic water with a pH of 2.0 before the oil/water

separation process. Then a mixture of commercial gasoline and pH 6.5 water

(10 ml gasoline, 30 ml water) was poured into the upper glass tube. Water

selectively passed through the textile, whereas gasoline remained in the upper

glass tube.

Underwater oil capture and release by the functionalized sponge. DCE of 2 ml

stained with oil red O dye was dropped into a beaker containing water with a

pH of 6.5, and a functionalized sponge was moved to touch the DCE in water.

The release of the DCE from the sponge was carried out by putting the

oil-loaded sponge into acidic water with a pH of 2.0, followed by gentle

compression.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Preparation of block copolymer-grafted non-woven textiles
Generally, to achieve extreme wettability, a rough surface, especially a
hierarchically micro-nanostructured surface, is a prerequisite, which
amplifies the surface’s intrinsic wetting behavior.27–32 Here we first
chose a non-woven textile as our substrate, because of its low cost,
wide availability, chemical and mechanical robustness, and more
importantly, its inherent fiber structure, which provides micro-scale
structure. Figure 1a schematically illustrates the block copolymer
grafting strategy for preparation of a surface with switchable super-
oleophilicity and superoleophobicity in aqueous media on a textile
substrate. To introduce nanostructures on the textile surface and
further increase the surface roughness, silica nanoparticles were first
deposited on the textile from a silica suspension, containing silica
nanoparticles (diameter B7.0 nm), HCl and 1,2-bis(triethoxysilyl)
ethane. The 1,2-bis(triethoxysilyl)ethane was used as a coupling
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agent, which can react with the hydroxyl groups on the surfaces of
silica nanoparticles and the textile to cross-link the silica nanoparticles
and improve the adhesion between the silica nanoparticles and the
underlying textile fibers. The textile with the deposited silica nano-
particles was then immersed in an anhydrous toluene solution of BPS
to functionalize the surface with bromoalkyl groups via silanization,

which served as an intermediate anchoring layer for the block
copolymer grafting. Finally, the P2VP-b-PDMS block copolymer was
dip-coated on the silanized textile from a tetrahydrofuran solution,
and the textile was then placed in a vacuum oven at 150 1C to enable
quaternization between the bromoalkyl groups of BPS and the pyridyl
groups on the block copolymers, yielding a layer of the grafted block
copolymer. Because of the nature of the grafting of the block
copolymers via the pyridyl groups in the P2VP blocks, the grafted
block copolymer layer can be considered as a mixed polymer brush of
P2VP and PDMS chains with broad distribution.33

Scanning electron microscopy measurements were carried out to
characterize the surface morphologies of the textile before and after
these treatments. The raw textile typically had ribbon-like fibers of
about 40mm in width and 5mm in thickness with relatively smooth
surfaces (Figure 1b). After the deposition of the silica nanoparticles
and the grafting of the block copolymer, the basic structure of the
textile remained unchanged (Figure 1c). An enlarged view of a textile
fiber (Figure 1c, inset) reveals that there were discretely distributed
aggregates of the nanoparticles ranging in size from tens of nan-
ometers to several micrometers on the fiber surfaces. These nanopar-
ticle aggregates, along with the inherent micro-sized fibers of the
textile, constituted a hierarchically micro-nanostructured surface.
Compositional analysis of the textile surface before and after these
treatments, which was carried out by X-ray photoelectron spectro-
scopy measurements, confirmed the successful grafting of the P2VP-b-
PDMS block copolymer on the surface of the textile by the appearance
of a nitrogen signal associated with P2VP (Supplementary Figure S1).

pH-responsive property and switchable oil wettability
of the functionalized textile
As has been reported, P2VP has a pH-responsive property and it can
alter its wettability as well as its conformation via protonation and
deprotonation of its pyridyl groups if the pH changes.34–36 The X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy measurement of the functionalized textile
indicated that the grafting of the block copolymer on the surface of the
textile was achieved via a very small number of 2-vinylpyridine

Figure 1 Preparation and characterization of a surface with switchable

superoleophilicity and superoleophobicity on a non-woven textile substrate.

(a) Schematic showing the preparation strategy for a surface with switchable

superoleophilicity and superoleophobicity on a non-woven textile. (b)

Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the raw textile. Inset:

enlarged view of the surface of a single fiber. (c) SEM image of the textile

after deposition of silica nanoparticles and block copolymer grafting. Inset:

enlarged view of the surface of a single fiber.

Figure 2 Wettability of the functionalized textile in air. (a) Still images from video CA measurements for a water droplet (pH¼6.5) applied on the
functionalized textile (left) and after 900 s of exposure (right) in air. (b) Still images from video CA measurements for a water droplet (pH¼2.0) applied on

the functionalized textile; the acidic droplet spread over the surface gradually within 160s, indicating the transition of wettability of the surface from

superhydrophobicity to superhydrophilicity. (c) Reversible wettability of the functionalized textile for water droplets with a pH of 6.5 (even cycles) and 2.0

(odd cycles) in air. (d) Still images from video CA measurements of a DCE droplet applied on the functionalized textile surface in air.
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monomer units, and most of the pyridyl groups on P2VP-b-PDMS
copolymer remained unchanged during the grafting process, which
preserved the pH-responsive property of P2VP (Supplementary Figure
S1). CA measurements were first conducted in air to probe the
responsive wettability of the functionalized textile surface by using
water droplets with different pH (Supplementary Figure S2). Figure 2a
shows that a water droplet with a pH of 6.5 formed a sphere with a CA
of 157.21 on the textile surface in air. After sitting in ambient air for
15 min, the same water droplet maintained its spherical shape despite
its size shrinkage due to evaporation, indicating its stable super-
hydrophobicity to water with a pH of 6.5. As a weak polybase,
P2VP has a pKa of about 3.6.34 When in contact with a water droplet
with a pH of 6.5, P2VP is therefore in the deprotonated state and
exhibits a collapsed conformation due to the hydrophobic interaction
between the deprotonated P2VP chains. On the other hand, the
PDMS block has a desirably low glass transition temperature (Tg)
of about �62 1C (according to the supplier), and it can be considered
as a liquid-like polymer with high flexibility at ambient temperature.26

In air, the liquid-like PDMS, which is more hydrophobic than the
P2VP, can spontaneously move to the exterior of the grafted copoly-
mer layer and dominantly expose itself to air.37 As a consequence,
hydrophobic PDMS on the exterior of the grafted block copolymer
layer makes the surface hydrophobic, which is further amplified by the
hierarchical micro-nanostructures on the surface, resulting in the
superhydrophobicity.

However, when a water droplet with a pH of 2.0 was applied to the
same textile in air, it gradually wetted the textile and spread over the
surface completely within about 160 s, indicating the superhydrophilic
property (water contact angle lower than 101) of the surface to acidic

water with a pH of 2.0 (Figure 2b). When contacting the acidic water,
the P2VP chains on the surface become protonated and exhibit an
extended conformation because of the electrostatic repulsion among
the like charges. They then stretch to the exterior of the grafted block
copolymer layer. With the protonated P2VP exposed on the surface,
the textile surface acquires hydrophilic property, leading to the wetting
with the acidic water. After wetting with the acidic water (pH¼2.0),
most of the pyridyl groups on the functionalized textile can be
protonated considering the pKa (3.6) of P2VP.

Remarkably, the acidic-water wetted textile easily recovered its
superhydrophobicity when we rinsed it with water (pH 6.5) and
dried it with nitrogen flow. This treatment can be conducted at room
temperature and does not involve the use of extreme heating or
organic solvent washing processes.33 The reversible cycles can be
repeated many times without any change in the responsive property
(Figure 2c). The easy reversal of the wetting characteristics of the
functionalized textile can be attributed to the highly flexible PDMS of
the grafted copolymers. Upon drying, the PDMS, being more hydro-
phobic than P2VP, can spontaneously move and expose itself on the
exterior of the grafted block copolymers again, thereby recovering the
superhydrophobicity of the functionalized textile. In addition to
hydrophobicity, the dominance of the oleophilic PDMS on the
exterior surface endows the functionalized textile with a high affinity
to oil. CA measurements using DCE (density, 1.253 g cm�3) droplets
show that, as soon as an oil droplet contacted the functionalized textile
surface, it immediately spread out and wetted the textile within 0.05 s,
indicating the superoleophilicity of the material in air (Figure 2d).

Having demonstrated the superoleophilicity of the P2VP-b-PDMS-
grafted textile as well as its switchable wettability to water with

Figure 3 Oil wettability of the functionalized textile in aqueous media. (a) Still images from video CA measurements of a DCE droplet on the functionalized

textile surface in water with a pH of 6.5. (b) Snapshots showing the ability of the functionalized textile for the capture of an oil droplet in aqueous media

with a pH of 6.5. In greater detail, an oil droplet stained with oil red O was first dropped to the bottom of a beaker containing water with a pH of 6.5. Then,

a piece of the functionalized textile was lowered into the water to approach the oil droplet. On contact, the textile immediately sucked up the oil droplet,

leaving behind no oil residue. (c) Image of a DCE droplet applied on the surface of the textile in water with a pH of 2.0. (d) Photograph of DCE droplets

sitting on the functionalized textile in acidic water with a pH of 2.0. The DEC droplets were stained with oil red O for clear observation. (e) Reversible oil

wettability of the functionalized textile in aqueous media with a pH of 6.5 (even cycles) and 2.0 (odd cycles).
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different pH in air, we then evaluated the oil wettability of the
functionalized textile in aqueous media with different pH. Figure 3a
shows the oil-wetting behavior of the functionalized textile
immersed in water with a pH of 6.5. It can be observed that as
soon as an oil (DCE) droplet touched the surface, it was immediately
sucked into the textile within 0.12 s, indicating its superoleophilicity.
Because of this superoleophilicity, the block copolymer-grafted textile
could be used in underwater oil capture as demonstrated in Figure 3b.
As has been discussed, in water with a pH of 6.5, the P2VP is not
protonated and maintains its collapsed conformation, which main-
tains the dominant exposure of the PDMS. The dominantly exposed
PDMS prevents the textile from being wetted by water and retains its
high affinity to oil, which, assisted by the hierarchical surface struc-
tures, leads to superoleophilicity. Upon contact with oil, the PDMS
chains preferentially stretch out into the oil because of their oleophilic
nature (Figure 4, left panel). Moreover, air could be trapped inside the
porous structures of the textile when the superhydrophobic textile is
moved from air to water,17,38,39 which may also contribute to the
superoleophilicity of the functionalized textile in water with a pH of
6.5. Additionally, it was found that the functionalized textile main-
tained its superoleophilicity even after 24 h of immersion in water with
a pH of 6.5, demonstrating its stable superoleophilicity in such
aqueous media.

In contrast, when the functionalized textile was immersed in water
with a pH of 2.0, the oil wettability of the textile was completely
reversed. As shown in Figure 3c, the oil droplet formed a sphere with a
CA of 165.31 on the textile surface in the acidic water, indicating that
the textile was superoleophobic. Figure 3d is a photograph of oil
droplets sitting on the surface of the textile in the acidic water (pH 2.0).
Clearly, the oil did not wet the material. Furthermore, in the acidic
water, the oil droplet on such a surface showed a sliding angle less
than 51, which means the oil droplets on the surface could roll off
easily, indicating the low oil adhesion of the surface in the acidic
water. As discussed previously, when in contact with water with a pH
of 2.0, the textile becomes hydrophilic and wets with the acidic water
because of the protonated P2VP chains, which exhibit an extended
conformation and are dominantly exposed. The protonated P2VP on
the exterior of the grafted block copolymer layer is hydrophilic and
traps water, and thus, a water-trapped surface could be formed on top
of the oleophilic PDMS, which effectively blocks the access of the oil by
the PDMS (Figure 4, right panel). Because of the high repellency
between polar (water and protonated P2VP) and non-polar (oil)
molecules, the surface exhibits oleophobicity, which is further ampli-
fied by the hierarchical structures of the textile, resulting in a super-
oleophobic surface. After being rinsed with water (pH 6.5) and dried

with nitrogen flow, the superoleophobic textile could easily recover its
superoleophilicity in aqueous media with a pH of 6.5, and this
reversible cycle could be repeated many times without any change in
the pH-responsive property of the surface (Figure 3e). The reversible
cycles of the surface wettability both in air and aqueous media imply
that the chemical characteristics of the surface, especially the pH-
responsive property of the functionalized textile, are stable during
treatment.

As is well known, the wettability of a solid surface is governed by
both the chemical composition and the roughness of the surface.27–32

To further verify the effect of the pH-responsive surface chemistry on
the oil wettability of the functionalized textile, a smooth silicon
wafer was used as the substrate onto which the P2VP-b-PDMS
block copolymer was grafted. This set-up eliminated the influence
of surface roughness. Meanwhile, a flat and pure PDMS film and a
pure P2VP-grafted smooth silicon wafer were also prepared for
comparisons (see Methods). The wettability of these flat surfaces
under different conditions was investigated and the results are
summarized in Table 1. In air, the P2VP-b-PDMS-grafted silicon
surface was oleophilic and exhibited pH-responsive wettbility to
water with different pH, indicating that the surface chemistry
changed as a result of deprotonation and protonation of the P2VP.
Compared with that of the pure P2VP-grafted flat silicon surface,
in air, the much increased CA of the P2VP-b-PDMS-grafted surface
to water with a pH of 6.5 indicates the presence of PDMS on the
exterior of the grafted block copolymer layer. Although immersed in
water with a pH of 6.5, the P2VP-b-PDMS-grafted surface also
exhibited oleophilic properties with the CA for DCE, similar to that
of the flat pure PDMS film in the same water, indicating
that the PDMS maintains its dominance on the exterior of the grafted
block copolymer layer. However, when immersed in water with a pH
of 2.0, the P2VP-b-PDMS-grafted surface became oleophobic with the
CA for DCE, similar to that of the pure P2VP-grafted surface in acidic
water (pH¼2.0). Given that the flat pure PDMS film had a constant
CA for DCE in water with different pH, the distinct change of the oil
wettability on the P2VP-b-PDMS-grafted surface implies the domi-
nant exposure of the protonated P2VP on the exterior of block
copolymer layer in the acidic water, which blocks the access of oil
by the oleophilic PDMS. The oil droplet actually sits on a water-
trapped surface formed by extended and hydrophilic P2VP in the
protonated state in the acidic water. Therefore, our results demon-
strated that the grafting of P2VP-b-PDMS endowed the surfaces with a
unique pH-responsive chemistry, which induced switchable oil wett-
ability in aqueous media with different pH. Considering that the
surface chemical composition of the P2VP-b-PDMS-grafted smooth

Figure 4 Schematic diagrams for the switchable oil wettability of the P2VP-

b-PDMS-grafted textile. Left, schematic diagram of the oil wettability of the

functionalized textile in water with a pH of 6.5. Right, schematic diagram of
the oil wettability of the functionalized textile in water with a pH of 2.0.

Table 1 CA of water and DCE droplets on the different surfaces in air

and in water

CA, ±31

Wetting systems

Flat silicon with

P2VP-b-PDMS

Flat

PDMS

Flat silicon

with P2VP

Textile with

P2VP-b-PDMS

Water of pH 6.5 in air 91.2 109.3 55.0 157.2

Water of pH 2.0 in air 52.1 107.5 24.7 0

DCE in air 13.5 23.0 21.0 0

DCE in water of pH 6.5 36.5 27.4 75.5 0

DCE in water of pH 2.0 137.6 25.8 132.3 165.3

Abbreviations: CA, contact angle; DCE, 1,2-dichloroethane; PDMS, polydimethylsiloxane; P2VP,
poly(2-vinylpyridine); P2VP-b-PDMS, P2VP-b-dimethylsiloxane).
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silicon and the functionalized textile is identical, it can be confirmed
that the rough surface structure of the textile amplifies the oil-wetting
behavior, leading to switchable superoleophilicity and superoleopho-
bicity in aqueous media.

Applications of the functionalized materials to controllable
oil/water separation
The special surface property of switchable superoleophobicity
and superoleophilicity is expected to be very useful in materials
used in many applications. As a proof of concept, we demonstrated
that the functionalized textile could be used for controllable oil/water
separation. In our study, the functionalized textile was used as a
separation membrane due to its micro-textured and porous structure,
which allows the easy and free passage of a wetting liquid. As shown
in Figure 5, the functionalized textile was fixed between two glass
tubes and a mixture of commercial gasoline and water with a pH of
6.5 was poured into the upper glass tube (Supplementary Movie S1).
Because of the superoleophilicity and superhydrophobicity of the
functionalized textile, the gasoline quickly passed through the
textile membrane, but the water did not. It was retained on top of
the textile membrane in the upper glass tube (Figure 5a). However,
when the textile was first simply wetted by acidic water with a pH
of 2.0 without subsequent drying and then used under the same

Figure 5 Controllable oil/water separation using the functionalized textile.

(a) The functionalized textile was fixed between two glass tubes as the
separation membrane. A mixture of gasoline and water was poured into the

upper glass tube. The gasoline selectively passed through the textile,

whereas the water remained in the upper glass tube (right panel). (b) The

functionalized textile was first wetted with acidic water (pH¼2.0) before the

water/oil separation process. Water selectively passed through the textile,

whereas gasoline remained in the upper glass tube (right panel).

Figure 6 Functionalized polyurethane sponge prepared using the block copolymer grafting strategy and its application to reversible oil capture and release in

aqueous media. (a) Digital photograph of the functionalized sponges. (b) Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the functionalized sponge.

Inset shows the enlarged view of the wall of the sponge. (c and d) Snapshots showing the adsorption of a DCE droplet of about 2 ml (stained with oil red O
dye) by the functionalized sponge in water with a pH of 6.5. In greater detail, 2 ml of DCE stained with oil red O was first dropped to the bottom of a

beaker containing water with a pH of 6.5. Then, a piece of the functionalized sponge was lowered into the water to approach the oil droplets. On contact,

the DCE was quickly sucked up by the functionalized sponge, leaving no oil residue. (e) Release of the captured DCE from the same sponge in acidic

water with a pH of 2.0 after compression. After release of the oil in the water with a pH of 2.0, the functionalized sponge can sit on the oil droplet without

any adsorption.
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conditions, the opposite separation was realized (Figure 5b), with
water passing through the membrane this time. Gravity was the
only available force and no external force was used during the
separation processes. The ease with which the permeability
of the textile for oil or water could be selectively switched on demand
makes it possible to use the same material for different separation
purposes. To the best of our knowledge, such a versatile material
in terms of selective oil/water separation has not been reported
before.

The present block copolymer grafting strategy is versatile and could
be applied to many common substrates to create functionalized
materials with switchable oil wettability capabilities in aqueous
media. For instance, by using our block copolymer grafting strategy,
we functionalized commonly used polyurethane sponges with
switchable superoleophilicity and superoleophobicity in aqueous
media (Figures 6a and b, and Supplementary Figure S3). The
functionalized sponges could then be used for reversible oil capture
and release in aqueous media. As illustrated in Figures 6c–e,
when a functionalized sponge was held to approach DCE in water
with a pH of 6.5, the DCE was quickly sucked up by the sponge upon
contact without any residue left behind (Figures 6c and d, and
Supplementary Movie S2). Moreover, the absorbed oil could be easily
released from the sponge by putting the oil-loaded sponge into acidic
water (pH 2.0) followed by gentle compression. As shown in Figure 6e,
in the acidic water (pH 2.0), the water occupied the pores of the
functionalized sponge and the sponge repelled the oil. After
washing with water (pH 6.5) and drying with nitrogen flow, the
functionalized sponge recovered its superoleophilicity in aqueous
media with a pH of 6.5, and thus, could be used again for selective
oil removal from water. In our study, the maximum amount of oil
(i.e., DCE) that the functionalized sponge could absorb was measured
to be 50 times the sponge’s weight. Thus, our functionalized sponges
are expected to become sustainable and highly cost-effective materials
for oil-spill cleanup as the materials can be regenerated and recycled
many times.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that smart surfaces with switch-
able superoleophilicity and superoleophobicity in aqueous media can
be realized on commonly used materials, including textiles and
sponges, by grafting a block copolymer comprising pH-responsive
P2VP and oleophilic/hydrophobic PDMS blocks on these materials.
We showed that the functionalized materials with the switchable
superoleophilicity and superoleophobicity can be used in highly
controllable oil/water separation. We believe that this study will
open a new avenue to design and prepare functionalized interfacial
materials for underwater applications.
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